Analytical and Computer Cartography
GEPL 4520-5520
James Coss
Jan 27, 2004
Assignment 3

Assignment: Write a page or two about your research interests or direction. Also Add one or two paragraphs about your experience with GIS software; what kind, what you mapped and the like.

Due: Feb 3, 2004

Where: Classroom or email jcoss@utnet.utoledo.edu

Points: 20

Purpose: This lesson is designed so that you formulate your research direction, in an effort to maximize the utility of this class. You will determine with this exercise the maps that you will be making in the projects. The interests you outline in this paper should illuminate the data you will need to collect and compile. The maps then created in the subsequent projects should support your continued research interests.

Tools: Word processor and or email (a document--please don't just send me an email in place of a document)

Grading Points: Explain your research interest.
Explain your experience with GIS and or cartography
Met deadline.

Corpus: In the subsequent mapping projects you will be making quite a few maps. You will be using both ArcGIS and ArcView. The maps you will make should have some relevance in your research interests. The portfolio of maps you will create will benefit from a focussed direction. The more effort you afford this assignment the easier it will be to produce the maps necessary for a good portfolio. Also please note that this is a full assignment credit of 20 points, this should be an easy 20 points.